
It’s time to upgrade your home office. In an effort to help you do your best work from 

home, we’ve gathered a collection of our favorite and most helpful accessories. Take a 

look and see how you can elevate your work from home setup to be more comfortable, 

functional and beautiful!

Save 20% from now until March 14th, 2022 on your Twelve South Home Office 

Upgrade with your exclusive discount code below to use at twelvesouth.com!
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Clear the Clutter with Desktop Organization.

Raise your display while adding hidden storage.

How do you connect older USB peripherals like that old wired keyboard in the closet? Get a USB-C Hub. 

StayGo provides all the ports you need - plus it includes a longer cable that keeps all your connections tucked 

out of the way. StayGo also includes HDMI letting you use many less expensive External monitors with your 

laptop too.

Whether you’re working with iMac, one display or two, HiRise Pro keeps your screen elevated for a more 

comfortable, ergonomic setup. Not only can you adjust your screen height, with HiRise Pro’s dual-sided 

faceplate, you can change your look between elegant walnut and sleek gunmetal to suit your space. HiRise Pro 

also offers a hidden storage compartment for your very own “gear garage”, keeping your desk neat and tidy.Elevate Your Screen 
With a Desktop Stand.
Start off with a good laptop stand like our Curve, 

add a separate monitor, keyboard and mouse and 

use your laptop more like a desktop. Even just 

lifting up your laptop and adding an older keyboard 

and mouse will be instantly more comfortable and 

healthy.

Don’t Miss an Important 
Update While Charging.
A desktop Wireless Charger is the ultimate way to 

stay fully powered by just setting your phone down 

on a beautiful lucite frame. PowerPic mod keeps 

your phone charged while holding it up for Zoom & 

FaceTime calls, Messages and Calendar alerts.



BackPack
Innovative storage just for the colorful 24” iMac

BackPack, a one-of-a-kind custom shelf for the 24” iMac, has arrived.  

Designed exclusively for the colorful new desktop, the sleek aluminum 

BackPackshelf quickly and seamlessly attaches to the back your iMac stand. 

Use BackPackto declutter your desk by storing & elevating portable hard 

drives and USB-C hubsbehind your iMac, on top of this sturdy vented shelf. 

BackPack even includes aPeripheral Strap and ties to secure your gear on 

top & underneath the sturdy BackPack shelf. If your iMac faces co-workers 

or customers, use the matte whiteshelf to display artwork, awards, or a 

welcome sign. Tidy up your workspace with an accessory so integrated into 

the iMac design, it looks like it came with it.

Key Facts: 

 · Hide messy hard drives, cables,  
and dongles behind your iMac

 · Store USB-C hubs + cables right next  
to your iMac connections

 · Display awards, business cards,  
or retail signage facing customers

 · Includes watchband-quality peripheral 
strap for top or bottom storage

Compatibility:

 · iMac (24-inch, M1)

Part Number:

 · 12-2141
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   “Curve is a gorgeous, functional stand that is meant to 
display the MacBook as the work of art that it is.”

 –Mac Sources

Key Facts:

 · Modern, minimal stand for MacBook

 · Elevates screen 6.5 inches

 · Keeps 70% of the base exposed for  
optimal cooling

 · Allows for one-handed opening  
of MacBook 

Part Number:

 · 12-1708 (Black)

 · 12-1915 (White)

Curve 
Elevates your screten while raising the bar for laptop stands

Curve is an elegant, flowing aluminum stand designed for the most attractive laptop in the world, your MacBook. 

With its beautiful matte finish (in black or white) and improved ergonomic design, it is the ultimate partnership 

of style and functionality. Use your MacBook on Curve to create a more comfortable desktop with your favorite 

external keyboard and mouse, or use the combo with an external display to create the perfect dual-screen setup. 

When it’s time to go mobile, unplug and roll out leaving a modern sculpture behind. 
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HiRise
Adjustable stand for laptops

Designed for laptops (and people) of all sizes. HiRise for MacBook is 

a beautifully designed, height-adjustable stand that does what fixed 

stands can’t do – elevate your Macbook from a few inches up to a half 

foot off your desk. Pair your MacBook with a wireless keyboard and 

mouse, and you’ll see HiRise as more of an upgrade  

than an accessory. 

Key Facts:

 · Raises MacBook up to six inches to your  
ideal ergonomic viewing height

 · Aligns MacBook with external display for  
the ultimate dual-screen workstation

 · Pairs with a full-size keyboard and mouse  
for a more comfortable set up

Compatibility:

 ·  All MacBook models

Part Number:

 · 12-1222
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HiRise Pro for iMac and Displays
Elevates iMac and displays to a whole new stratosphere

Improve your view. Hide desk clutter. HiRise Pro is a beautiful beast  

of a stand that boosts your iMac or monitor to one of four height 

variations for reduced neck strain while working. To reduce desk clutter, 

the all-metal stand doubles as a gear garage for hiding your wallet, 

AirPods, hubs, and hard drives. This sleek stand includes a double-sided 

gunmetal / walnut veneer front plate so you can tailor the stand to  

your environment.

Key Facts: 

 · Height-adjustable stand for iMac  
and displays

 · Internal storage for hard drives,  
personal items, or excess cables

 · Leather valet top for items such as  
iPhone, keys, etc. 

Compatibility:

 · Apple iMac

 · Apple iMac Pro

 · External displays with a base width  
of 10 inches or less 

Part Number:

 · 12-1719
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Curve 

Desktop stand 
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BookArc for MacBook
Turn your MacBook into a desktop.

Meet BookArc, the most popular vertical MacBook stand in the world. 

Don’t lose precious desk space when using MacBook to run your 

desktop setup - simply slide your MacBook into the silicone slot, 

connect it to an external display, add a full-size keyboard and mouse 

to enjoy the comfort of a desktop setup.

Ready to hit the road? Unplug MacBook and BookArc’s newly 

designed cable-catch feature keeps your cables from falling to the 

floor. Three interchangeable inserts ensure BookArc will be the  

perfect home for your MacBook.

Key Facts:

 · Declutters and simplifies your desktop space

 · Optimizes your fullsize display’s video performance 

 · Improves airflow for your mackbook

 · Interchangable inserts allows BookArc to adapt to your latest MacBook

 · Cable-catch feature keeps cables managed and from falling to the floor 
 
 

Compatibility:

 ·  MacBook Air w/Retina Display (2018 - Current)

 · MacBook Pro w/Thunderbolt 3, USB-C ( 2016-Current)

 · MacBook Air (Late 2010 - Current)
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MagicBridge
Connects Apple’s wireless keyboard to Magic Trackpad   

MagicBridge connects Apple’s Magic Trackpad 2 to your Apple Magic 

Keyboard, creating the sleek, one-piece input device you’ve been 

dreaming of. MagicBridge creates an amazingly efficient keyboard 

you can pair with iMac, MacBook, or iPad. Use it on your desk, 

the sofa, or anyplace else you use your Apple Magic Keyboard and 

Apple’s Magic Trackpad 2. 

Key Facts:

 · Organizes desk and creates a tidy  
two-in-one combo

 · Easy access to power switches and  
Lightning ports for charging

 · Holds Trackpad on either left or right  
of keyboard

 · Works with Apple Magic Keyboard and  
Magic Trackpad 2 (not included)

Compatibility:

 · Magic Keyboard and Magic Trackpad 2

Part Number:

 · 12-1633
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Key Facts:

 · USB-C Hub connects peripherals to your   
 MacBook

 · Desktop-length cable allows connections and  
 power to be located out of sight or behind your  
 desk, creating a tidy workspace

 · Additional Compact Travel Cable stows away  
 directly inside StayGo

 · Connections include: 4K HDMI, Gigabit Ethernet,  
 USB-A 3.0 (x3), independent SD + Micro-SD card  
 slots and 85W USB-C pass-thru power

Compatibility:

 · All USB-C equipped MacBooks and iPad Pros

 · Part Number:

 · 12-1907

StayGo USB-C Hub
The first desktop-friendly USB-C hub

When looking for a USB-C hub, you’ll notice most plug in right next to your laptop - creating a rat’s nest of 

cables and cords hanging off the side. Yuck. StayGo delivers all the ports you need, but with a setup long 

enough to neatly tuck away and keep the front of your workspace clean and tidy. Plug in StayGo to connect 

to all your desktop gear and power - hidden out of sight, but ready to go.
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StayGo mini
More ports for more productivity

StayGo mini USB-C Hub makes editing video and photos or polishing presentations on your iPad 

Air or iPad Pro much more convenient. How? By giving you four more ports to get things done. With 

a headphone jack, USB, USB-C and an HDMI port, you can connect and power your most essential 

accessories. Connect StayGo mini directly to your iPad or use the included 19-inch long cable to place the 

hub below your Magic Keyboard or HoverBar Duo. Maximize the power of your iPad with a StayGo mini.

Key Facts:

 · USB-C hub connects peripherals to your iPad 
or MacBook

 · Four ports: USB-A, HDMI, headphone/audio out 
and USB-C power

 · Pass-through power to charge or power accessories 

 · Connects directly to iPad or below with the 
included cable

Part Number:

 · 12-2039
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Compass Pro
 A new Compass Pro for a new iPad Pro

The new iPad Pro is a creative pro’s dream. Now, meet its easel.  

The completely redesigned Compass Pro is a versatile all-metal  

folding stand that holds your iPad at three different angles –  

both vertically and horizontally. Use Compass Pro as a hands-free  

display stand, an active desktop stand for interacting with iPad,  

or as a typing/sketching wedge. This solid steel stand has soft  

silicone in the right places. It’s strong, stable, and folds flat to  

go wherever your iPad roams.

Key Facts:

 · Holds iPad at three different angles 
for hands-free (or hands-on) use 

 · Super-stable metal design supports 
even the largest 12.9 iPad Pro 

 · Second leg tilts iPad up to a more  
comfortable typing or sketching angle 

 · Folds flat for complete portability and  
works with most iPad covers and cases

Compatibility:

 · All models of iPad Pro, iPad Air and iPad

Part Number:

 · 12-1805 (Gunmetal)
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PowerPic mod 

Wireless Charger

CurveRiser 

Desktop stand 
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PowerPic mod
Charge your phone beautifully

PowerPic mod is a world-class wireless phone charger with a design as 

radical as wireless charging itself. With a mix of modern elegance and 

versatile charging options, PowerPic mod charges all phones, including 

phones in cases, with an aesthetic that looks like nothing else. The 

lucite-framed PowerPic mod can be positioned vertically or horizontally 

and is even customizable with any 4x6 photo or room-matching graphic. 

Wirelessly charge your phone on the stand that looks more like a work of 

art than a typical charging dock.

Key Facts:

 · Beautiful wireless charger that complements 
your interior design

 · Compatible with all wireless charging mobile 
phones (MagSafe, non-MagSafe, Android, etc)

 · Customizable with any 4x6 photo or custom 
graphic

 · Uses any 20-watt USB-C power adapter 
(not included)

Part Number: 

 · 12-2019 (White)

 · 12-2037 (Black)
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Thank you.  

We appreciate you taking the time to browse our catalog of  

made-for-Apple accessories. You can find more product  

details and images on our website. Visit our social media  

pages to hear our amazing customers sing our praises.
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